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Alzheimer’s Disease 

� Prevalence
� Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) causes 60-70% of all demen tia.

� Pathology
� Chronic, progressive, neurodegenerative disorder 
� Cognitive decline, neuropsychiatric symptoms 
� AD brain features structural abnormalities with ext racellular 

senile A β plaques and intracellular tangles

� Risk Factors
� Age
� Head Injury
� Low occupational attainment/education
� High Blood pressure
� High blood cholesterol levels
� Genetic risk factors



� AD genetics support an age-dependent dichotomous mo del
� early-onset cases (age<60, comprise of only ~5% of all AD cases) 

and late-onset cases (age>65) 
� 3 fully penetrant (autosomal dominant) genetic muta tions for early 

onset AD
� Amyloid precursor protein (APP)
� Components of γ-secretase complex (presenilin 1 PSEN1, 

presenilin 2 PSEN2) 

� For late-onset, apolipoprotein E APOE gene is the only genetic risk 
factor observed with moderate penetrance.

� Numerous putative genetic risk alleles (AlzGene 200 8) have been 
reported for late-onset AD , but they have not been  replicated in 
large representative populations and in biological perspectives.

Genetics of AD 



Aβ: the key pathological factor in AD

� Early onset/Familial AD: Genetic risk factors observed ( γ-
secretase complex and amyloid precursor protein) ar e associated 
with altered metabolism of APP or nature of secrete d Aβ.

� Late onset/Sporadic AD: Reduced clearance of Aβ (Disruption of 
receptor mediated degradation [ApoE, RAGE], microglial clearance, Aβ degrading enzymes 

[Neprilysin, IDE]).



Amyloid (A β) Hypothesis 



� Post mortem AD brain is featured by severe atrophy and synaptic 
loss

� Aβ is neurotoxic
� Apoptosis
� Oxidative Stress
� Mitochondrial dysfunction
� Activation of inflammatory response
� Disruption of ion homeostasis

� Which toxic mechanism is relevant to AD caused cogn itive 
decline??

� However, factors preceding neuronal cell death coul d explain 
progressive cognitive decline
� Synaptic loss (Rowan et al, 2007)

� Hypometabolism (Chetelat et al, 2008)

How Aβ causes neuronal dysfunction?



Which A β is toxic?

� Increased levels of A β and aggregation are essential events in AD
� Aβ aggregation is a complicated phenomenon and is gove rned by 

several associating factors

� Aβ plaques do not quantitatively correlate with diseas e severity

� Aβ plaques also found in healthy brain

� Increased levels of soluble A β correlate with disease progression 
in animal models and AD subjects

� Soluble A β is the most toxic form (animal models, cell culture  
studies)

� Low-n A β oligomers are the main toxic species (Shankar et al, 2007)

AβTrimerAβ Dimer

Aβ plaque



� Aβ forms multiple isoforms in physiological conditions
� Oligomers, Fibrils, Aggregates
� A variety of factors affect A β folding/structure (Bharadwaj et al, 2009)

� Aβ is a very sticky protein
� Aβ is known to bind metals, lipids, cholesterol, many other proteins
� Binding to different factors have multiple outcomes

� Aβ is produced during normal metabolism in the brain
� Is AD pathology caused by A β becoming toxic or by loss of native 

function?
� What triggers A β accumulation in AD brain?
� What makes cells susceptible to A β toxicity?

� Where is A β?
� Extracellular or intracellular

Difficulties in A β studies



Cellular Model for A β studies: Yeast 

� GFP-Aβ (Caine et al, 2007), (Bagriantsev et al, 2006)

� Interaction of A β monomers (Hughes et al. 1996)

� APP processing (Zhang et al. 1997)

� Aβ Toxicity (Bharadwaj et al. 2008)

(Winderickx et al, 2007)



Aβ toxicity assay in yeast

Exponentially 
growing yeast cells

Candida glabrata

Incubated at 30˚C with 
Aβ solutions (20 h)

Cells incubated with 
Aβ are plated out on 
solid growth media

The total number of 
colonies is correlated 
to cell viability 



Oligomeric and Fibrillar A β

Figure 1: Electron micrographs of A β peptide preparations
Oligomeric Aβ peptide (A) exhibits no distinctive morphology by electron 
microscopy while distinctive fibrils (B) could be observed in aged preparations.  
Size bars of 200 nm are shown in each panel.



Toxicity of different A β species in yeast

(µM)

Figure 2. Toxicity of A β peptide in yeast
Exponentially growing yeast cells were incubated with oligomeric and fibrillar Aβ
30 µM (A) or increasing doses of oligomeric Aβ peptide (B). After a 20 h 
Treatment, the cells were plated on solid growth media. The cell viability was 
measured by the number of colonies.
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Summary & Future Directions

� Oligomeric A β is significantly more toxic than Fibrillar A β in yeast

� Oligomeric A β displays a dose dependent toxicity  

� The yeast cell viability assay is a novel assay for  testing A β

toxicity using a cellular model

� The observation of A β toxicity in yeast is a new approach towards 
understanding A β toxic mechanisms

� The current yeast assay can also provide a new tool  for screening 
compounds which prevent A β toxicity and hence a new strategy 
for designing AD therapeutics
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